CASE STUDY
TOP 100 CREDIT UNION

Providing a
Pre-Configured and
Tested Solution
EdgeReady™ Micro Data Centers
Save Merging Credit Unions
Time & Money
By choosing micro data center solutions over individual
components, the credit union was able to simplify their
deployment process. The pre-configured, fully tested
MDCs shipped directly to their final locations ready for
installation, saving both time and money.
Tony Locker
Tripp Lite’s Vice President of Product Management,
Enterprise Solutions

Customer
This not-for-profit credit union formed in 1995 to serve its members in parts of northeast Illinois and southeast Wisconsin. A recent
merger with a nationwide credit union resulted in a financial institution that is a top 100 credit union in the U.S., with branches
located in several regions throughout the country.

Challenge
The merger created opportunities for scalable growth and more value for the credit union’s members and employees. To help
realize synergies, IT equipment for kiosks in branches around the U.S. required standardization. The IT staff found itself facing
considerable time and expense traveling to each city to assemble and configure equipment for individual kiosks. The credit union
sought an alternative that would enable them to avoid these costly and time-consuming on-site visits to the 70 locations planned for
the rollout.

The Tripp Lite Solution
Tripp Lite’s EdgeReady Micro Data Center solutions are fully assembled, configured and tested before shipment, enabling
rapid deployment for remote or edge-of-network applications. The line includes 40 stock configurations that ship in just three
business days. Customized models can ship in as few as five business days.
The credit union worked with its preferred reseller, along with Tripp Lite Channel Account Managers, to identify the ideal
solution with remote management capabilities. A customized Tripp Lite EdgeReady MDC configuration was chosen,
incorporating the following components:

1U Cantilever Fixed Shelf

Single-Phase PDU

24U Mid-Depth
Rack Enclosure

Extended Runtime
External Battery Pack

2200VA Line-Interactive
Sine Wave UPS
Web Management
Accessory Card

Environmental
Sensor Module

Results
The Tripp Lite Micro Data Center solution enabled shipment of
pre-configured, tested and assembled racks directly to locations
nationwide. Simple and quick deployment saved the credit union the
time and money that would have been required for site visits by their
in-house technology staff.
Because the MDC configuration is implemented easily, it can be
shipped and deployed to new kiosk locations as the credit union
continues to grow.
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Learn more about Tripp Lite EdgeReady Micro Data Centers
at tripplite.com/mdc.

